
-   New Version 0.7.2 and 0.7.3 - Events                                                                                                                    

- Cosplay Collectable – Veronica’s bedroom in the wall, the first portrait, 

Ashley’s Bedroom in the drawer, and Men’s Locker room (Health Club) in 

the right corner with towels                                                                                                            

- 0.7.3 - Cosplay Collectable –  Police Station on the desk, Club Neon 2nd 

floor in the bench, In the Park, in the trash, click in the right arrow for the 

second scene, walking in the night the guy calls MC and sells the cosplay 

(try walk for Mall and Police Station - pay500), achievement cosplay 

colletable                                                                                                                         

- 0.7.4 - Cosplay Collectable – Halway in the plant vase, MC’s bedroom in 

the wardrobe drawer, 2.00 PM Movie Theater – Quiz – Answer                                                                                         

- Titanic – Jack says = I’m the king of the world                                                                                                    

- Who said: I ate his liver with some fava beans and nice chianti = Hannibal Lecter                                            

- Al Pacino says = Say hello to my little friend!                                                                                                                 

- Darth Vader say to Luke = I’m your father                                                                                                   

- Who is the owner of the Chocolate Factory = Willy Wonka                                                                                      

- Finding Nemo, Nemo is a = fish                                                                                                                                                                  

- From “Jaws”: You are going to need a bigger = boat                                                                                                   

- Die Hard – Bruce Willis says = Yippee ki yay, motherfucker                                                                              

- Movie not directed by Quentin Tarantino = The Shawshank Redemption                                                                

- The Godfather is going to Make Him = an offer he can’t refuse                                                               

-  The other answers                                                                                                                                                                               

- The name is Bond = James Bond                                                                                                                              

- Who is the hero isn’t part of Avengers = Superman                                                                                                 

- Who is “The hero Gotham deserves, but not the one it’s need right now”? = Batman  

- Who said”You shall not pass” = Gandalf the Grey                                                                              

- The first rule of Fight Club is = You do not talk about Fight Club                                                                      

- “Dirty Harry” said “Go ahead = Make my day                                                                                                     

-  Which Aunstrian actor is famous for the line”I’ll be back” = Arnold 



Schwarzenegger                                                                                                                                                

- “Get busy living or get busy dying” = Shawshank Redemption                                                              

- achievement (Movie Buff) and (Cosplay collector)                                                                                                                                 

- Mall (Book Store)buy the book (Babe magnet) achievement (grindmaster) 

-    New Events: 0.7.5 version                                                                                                          

-   Is open now new place, Coffee Shop                                                                                   

- 0.7.5 - Cosplay Collectable –  Book Store, left side down, from the book 

Baby Magnet – Coffee Shop, right side of the Clerk, next of coffee machine, 

talk with Her,   In the Health Club, second room in the right side with the 

weights, in the Neon Club inside the trashcan – achievement Cosplay 

collector                                                                                                                 


